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ROBERT W. HILTON

A mere one hundred years ago and f or
hundreds of years before then the asking of the
questions posed by the title of this paper would
have been considered blasphemous. The answers would
have been, respectively, "I am a child of God," and
"the Celestial City," as set forth, again respectively,
and with great certitude, the the Book of Common
Prayer (1) and Bunyan's The Pilgri~progress. (2)
The sense of purpose and direction embodied in these
answers is only occasionally echoed today as, for
example, in Henry Luce's statement, "A good Christian
is never afraid to die. It is a matter of indifference
to him when or how the end comes." (3) To sophisticated modern ears, this point of view sounds outdated
and naive. ' Most of us do not even think about the
moral and ethical concepts that are the inevitable
consequences of the pronouncement that "God is dead,"
(4) but there is a lack of inner stability among
people today which stems in large measure from our
sophisticated agnosticism.

I do not propose tonight to play my favorite
role of "fount of all revealed truth," although I
must admit to dismay when I learned that a fellow
member of this Club had prempted for his paper the
title, "The Absolute Truth About Positively Everything."
(5) I would like, however, to make the assumption
that we are all going somewhere, (6) speaking
psychologically instead of theologically, and to ask
in the same vein who and what do we think we are?
When I was in my early teens, I thought I
was the most confused boy on the face of the eartho
I was also terribly lonely. As the years passed and
I acquired some knowledge both about myself and about
others, I almost daily found increasing cause to
question my preeminence in the confusion department
and decided that I had absolutely no reason to feel
lonely. I was only one of a mighty host. Despite
the tragic and untimely death of my father (7) when
I was only six-and-a-half, I learned that I was and
am infinitely more fortunate than tens of thousands
of my fellow beings. I also came to beli~ve that
each human being has a unique way of look~ng ~t t~e
world through blinders, as it were, and wlth lnevltably
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defective V1Slon. Long ago Francis Bacon expressed
this thought far better than I can:
"Th~ hUman understanding is like
an lrregular mirror, which distorts
and discolors the nature of things
by mingling its own nature with it .
.•. For everyone has a cave of his
own, which refracts and discolors
the light of nature . ... Numberless
are the ways in which the affections
(~}or and infect the understanding."

The above quotation is set forth not merel
as a gesture of humility but also for the purpose
of m~rcifully letting you know that I don't propose
to dlSCUSS all of the "eternal verities." My central
purpose is to try to explore with you the journey
that we, meaning privileged, educated, white American
make psychologically as we grow older. It is my
belief that we do not inevitably pass even gradually
from ignorance to wisdom. As Murray Seasongood has
said, "The addition of years to a young man does not
necessarily make a wise man - sometimes it only makes
an old fool." By and large, however, we do gain
wisdom as wegrow older even though we do not all
. mature at the same rate or in all areas. (2)
Before describing our secular pilgrimage
as individuals, however, and ultimately saying who I
think we are, I would like to examine briefly the
scenery through which most of us pass (3) as we journetoward the modern equivalent of Bunyan's Giestial
City or, for some, merely the end of the road. (4)
Society, and the options that it offers each of us,
constantly change, and the changes that have occurred
in the nature of our world during the last fifty years
are astounding both in number and in scope.
The greatest difference between today and
the times of John Bunyan (5) is the rapidity with
which the physic a l and psychological landscapes change
(6) Formerly, large families lived in the same home
for generations. (7) Immobility and a lifetime spent
mostly with the same people forced the individual
to see himself as reflected in the attitudes and
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comments of members of his large family and the community. (1) Now families are small, highly mobi le,
and dispersed. (2) According to the United States
Postal Service, one-fifth of the population changes
its address every year. (3) This makes it easy for
a man to run away from himself, to refuse to face
his deepest problems by changing his external environment. (4) Also, in an age when change iB BO rapid,
the individual can have no concept of the future.
(5) There is a resultant deterioration of morality
and ethics because the former is by defintion based
on community standards and the latter are really a
long time-hori zon concept. (6) To the extent that
planning for the future no longer gives the ind iv idual
his inspiration, he has to look to the present. (7)
This is conducive to pleasure-seeking and immediate
gratification of all needs , real or imagined, which
is antithetical to our work ethic and many of our
traditions. (8)
Much of our work is so fragmented that it
is difficult to identify with or derive pride from
its completion. (9) As our highly automated and
diversified economic system becomes less dependent
on individual productivity, the individual becomes
increasingly dependent,on th~ sy~te~., (10) As the,
work of each man diminlshes ln, slgnlflcance to soclety,
it diminishes in meaning for him. (11) The tremendous
productivity of the system in material ,terms results
in overall affluence which, together wlth the government's announced responsibility for the welfare,of
all of us, (12) makes youth feel , that th~y can 19nore
their fathers' . threatened econOID1C sanctl ons
~n
any young people had grea
the Depression ye~rsfmthe household might lose his
fear that the hea 0
.'
were very real to
job , and his work and sacrl~lC~earl full employment,
them. (13) ~ow,t~~t th~r~o~~ becom~s too unpleasant,
(14) when dl~C1P lne a tt ,
a job and dodging at
it can be avolded bY(~;) l~~ that isn't feasible,
least that problem.
" ad " and have one's
one can-retre~t to ad~o~:~ b~ Jesus-freaks and communityminimum materlal n~e
teral peer support as ,
minded contemporar 7es. cO~~:l authority was relatlvely
a butress for defylng pare
unknown even a decade ago.
when such paren t a 1 authority
At the very mOIDen t
0
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as still exists is being further eroded, colleges
and universities refuse to stand "in loco parentis. "
Economic fear, which formerly kept youth in line,
is joined by a diminution of fear of the consequenc eof sexual waywardness. This is illustrated by a
limerick attributed by Murray Seasongood to his
English professor, David McCord:
"There was a young woman named Wild,
Who kept herself quite undefiled,
TIreaming of Jesus and venereal dise a~
And Fear of having a child."
Because we are assuming for the purposes of this pa :.
that God is dead, we will not consider the religio u~
allusion in the just-quoted masterpiece. The poem
does point up the fact, however, that knowledgeable
youth today need no longer fear disease or pregnancy
thanks, respectively, to penicillinmd "the pill."
The old fears have been replaced, however,
at least for the s ophisticated, by the worry that
promiscuity or too many "meaningful relationships"
may ruin one's p syche, not to say "soul", for a long
and happy marriage. (1) Enduring romantic love is
the great secula~ antidote for the impersonness of
our industrial society. (2) Also, in this age of
the small or nuclear family, one looks to one's mate
for many of the emotional satisfactions that former l~
came from a large family and roots in a stable, unchanging community. (3) The increased expectations
for benefits from marriage may, ironicallYt be the
very reason why so many marriages fail. (4) The
failures, in turn, cause insecurity for children and
provide the l~er, when they come of age, with model s
of marital instability. (51 Concern for one's futur e
psychic well-being also causes many smart young peopl e
to regard the r ecently popular lazy man's expansion
of consciousnes s and experience through the use of
drugs as danger ous or worse. (6) Many youth are not
so mature and r ealistic , however. Recently biologist
have discovered that the age of physical adulthood
(puberty in boys, menstruation in girls) now arrives
about four months earlier every t en years or about
two years earli er today than in 1900. (7) Thus y~uth
have the opportunity to raise hell two years earller
than was the case when many of us were young and most
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certainly infinitely. wiser.
The proliferation of opportunities and of
varieties of life-styles is inherently disorienting
to youngsters. (1) Instead of a sense of challenge,
it gives rise to doubts as to the meaning of their
own lives and increases their sense of being relatively
insignificant in the scheme of things. They are called
upon to make education and career decisions at precisely the time when their value systems are most
unstable. (2) In a word, we are moving from a goal
society to an identity society, (3) and our self-image
is very shaky. Losing oneself in a cause was once
a common answer to the problem, (4) but this now
seems less attractive. There is skepticism about
the effectiveness of wars to make the world safe for
Democracy or to contain, Communism, and most of us
have a distaste for imperialism, political or economic,
which formerly was euphemistically and conceitedly
called "assuming the white man's burden." (5) We
are now diffident - but psychologically insecure.
Living in the shadow of the hydrogen bomb,
oddly enough, isn't as terrifying as it wa~ at first
partly because the world seems , to have achleved a
"balance of terror" which seems to guarantee that the
bomb unlike any previous weapon known to man, will
neve~ be used and partly because its use would have
such horrible' consequences that the human mind refuses
even to contemplate such a possibility. Modern,
television, however, forces everyone of us to Vlew
intimately in our living rooms at least ~ome of the
horrors of war not to mention the bloodler as~ects
of assassin~tihns, a:son, Skyj~C)ki~3~'A~dT~~~ia~hether
forms of crlme and vlolence. (
--- --'
f
ou want to be or n ot. Televis~on ~nd all fo:ms 0
lnstantaneous electronic communlca~lon ~l~O g~v~h!he
poor a very intimate view ~~rte~ l~~: ~rrm: ~ate
affluent. (7) We th~n ~o~he sam~ time have very real
continues to soar an a ,
Fear has long been
fears about our own securlty. all motivating forces
recognized as the s~rongest ~fb the nation's tremendous
and has been effectlvely use'n8~ each of uS that,
advertis i ng ind~str~,t~ec(~~~ usually expensive), t' n
unless we ta~e lmmet~: victims of underar~ p~rsplra lO ,
action, we wlll be th 'tis dandruff, Sllpplng
bad breath, acne, ar rl
,
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dentures, ~nd fuel line freezeup. Deteriorating
relatIons, once called "the Trojan horse in our
SOclety," are of increasing concern as are overpopulation, fuel shortage, air and water pollution,
increasing taxes, debt and inflation, and a toodistant death.
rac~

Having thus briefly described the psychological landscape through which the modern secular
pilgrim passes as he ages chronologically, let us
look at the individual pilgrim and what goes. on
inside him as he goes through the external world:
Being born is an inevitably traumat ic
experience. (1) The infant at birth passes from
almost complete security into a world tha t is usual_
indifferent and often hostile. (2) "Original Sin , "
frequently thought by theological illiterates to be
lust, is more correctly viewed as self-c enteredness
or selfishness. (3) For the child, nothing even
exists except as it sati sfies his needs, and the
frustration of these needs, even temporarily, resul t~
in rage. (4) It is only gradually and painfully
that the child learns that t he world does not exist
solely for his benefit . (5) The process by which
this news is broken to him, whether it is harsh or
gentle and under s tanding, will determine more than
anything else during his entire life-span his level
of trust toward other people, his feeling of securi
and his sense of worth. (6) Teachers, educators ,
psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, priest s
rabbis, and clergymen are all in their respective
professions because they believe in the possibility
of basic change in human beings, but most modern
scholars in these "helping professions" now believe
that the first seven years, some say the first five
years, of human life are more determinant of basic
outlook, attitude, and emotional make -up than all
the rest of life. (7) Furthermore , an ahgry~ bad
parent more of ten than not doesn't reform during his
life but brings up angry, bad childrenof his own,
and so the pro cess continues . (8) In the Book of
Exodus, Chapt er 20 , Verse 5, it is written=--" I~he
Lord thy God am a j ealous God, visiUng the iniquity
of them that hat e me g " (9)' I always thought that
pa~sage cruel an~ Vindictive , but apparently modern
SCIence regards It as a poetic statement of an
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inexorable rule of life.
Children step int
"
theY,enter school, (1) but ~hsoc~al independence when
emot~onal autonomy is a slow e process of achieying
than the factual knowled e
o~e: (2) More important
mastered in school and C~llass~~~lated and the skills
~.adequate and growing sel~ge '8 thee formation of
~s :eason that the teacher-~m~ge . 3) It is for
sh~p 1S so important. The t-Chl1d ~ersonal relationmodel of moral values and l,~acher IS a personal
why "teaching machines'" ca ~ e style. (4) . Thi s is
and pedagogic techni ues n never replace teachers
caring by teachers. (5) ~~e ~o substi~ute for per~onal
teachers can. do so much h
a so explalns why · bad
s~r?asm, harsh physical ~r~ when they resort t o
rIgId patterns of control n.l(~hm) ent, ~nd ~xcessi vely
do well if he thinks h "
A Chlld IS apt to
of his actual ability pe lS,~gd OOd student regardless
aSSigned t h'
, X?Vl e that the tasks
c?nverSeIY~ t~! ~~il~l!~~ni~i~oi~p~~~~i~y as all •. (7)
soon act accordingly even i£ heais
br1ght. (8~ The thing to remember is that the chlld
self-conscIously helpless in a world ordered by big ,
people~ stud~es his teachers far more than he s tudies
aca~emlc subJe?ts. (9) He gradually decides that
he IS what he IS told he is. (10)

w'~l

~~:r:~~i'd

There is one all-important thing that I
should say at this point about curriculum and subject
matter. There is a water-shed in elementary school
education at which point each child deci~~s whether
his primary interest is mathmatical and scientific
or linquistic and humanitarian. (11) I know that
mathematics has been called a special language, but
most students favor either math and natural science
or English and social science. Being a mathematical
illiterate myself, I have reiterated to myself down
through the years the truism that language is not
only a mode of communication but also a tool of
thought. Et should therefore be patently obviouS
to even the most dull that EngliSh majors are much
brighter than mathematicians and scientists even
including pythagoraS and Einstein. Indeed, you are
at least indirectly indebted for this paper to
Aristotle, who said that "the unexamined life is a
life not worth living."
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In college one obta~ns skills and training
and an education. (1) It is in the largest sense
of the latter that I wish to discuss the college
years . I also wish to concentrate 9n a liberal art s
education acquired in what I regard as the best
mileau, a small, homogeneous academic community hay·
ancient and strong traditions. Is in such surroundings that the greatest maturation occurs, I believe,
with the most lasting results. ( 2) It is here that
intellectualism - "thinking about thinking" (3) flourishes . It is also the academic situs for most
s tudent unrest, (4) because the students are least
goal-oriented and most haunted by questions of "Who
am I?" (5) I don't mean that unrest need result in
:iots and ?ther forms of self-defeating bad manners lndeed, qUlte the reverse. ~lat I have in mind is
a place like Amherst, Bowdoin, Williams, Washington
and Lee, or Haverford. The latter two institutions
have strong student'administered honor systems whic~
leave an indelible imprint on most students. (6)
But no matter what good colle ge a youth attends
new and exciting vistas of the pleasures of the'mind
are. spre a d before him so incredible in scope and
varlety that only the most dull can fail to be "turneon." (7) This brings me to the first great shock
experienced by fre shmen.
Back home in Podunk each college freshman
was more likely than not to be in the top ten per
cent of his high school C~iSS. He may have been his
class valedictorian, an outstanding participant in
extra curricular activit ies of all sorts, a National
Merit Scholarship finalist if not winner, and in any
event "a big fish in a, small pond." He did not need
to even notice many of his schoolmates socially
because he was ei ther at or very near the top of the
leadership pile. ( 8 ) As he looks around at his new
classmates in colle ge, he suddenly finds that all of
them are very bright, leaders in one direction or
another, and outstandingly gifted. (9) This is quite
a shock a re al blow to the ego. At the very moment
when he'is so cially and psychologically off~lance,
he discovers that wo r k that was rewarded with an,
"A" in high school often only gets a ,~" in colJqe.ge',,( l
Bewildered, he looks around for "peer.group.support
and thereby dis covers that colleg~ frle~dshlpS are
the most wonderful kind of all ~rlendshlps. The roots
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for the sentimental nostalgia that will mark the f t
alumnus' 25th ~nnual reunion shoot out and take hO~d~re
Also, the emot10~ally floundering freshman discovers
that some cut~ gl~l ha~ a unique insight into his
true worth wh1ch 1S qU1te different from the evaluation
made of him by his professors at report card time. (1)
Freshman English is also usually a, tremendous shock. One instructor will tell his class that
a certain poem is the quintessence of insightful
wisdom and beautiful word structure . Another will
tell the same class that i t is the worst tripe ever
put on paper. Both professors have every academic
credential and are highly honored by their colleagues.
Is the whole system a fraud? (2) . How can it be anything
else? If everyone has a right to his own opinion,
why isn't mine just as good as the professor ' s? It
is at this point that the intellectual cop-out occurs,
(3) or the student slowly realizes that everyone
doesn ' t have a right to his opinion if that opinion
is based on empty-headed ignorance. (4) A respect
for pluralism and a tolerance for ambiguity are thus
born which will stand the student in good stead
throughout the rest of his life. It is the reasoning
behind one's opinion that counts, the student discovers. (5) Illustrative of this is the story of
two Harvard Law School students who had done brilliantly
until one of the final examinations in their senior
year. The exam consisted of only one rather lon~
essay- type question. Both students, who were frIends,
in discussingthe question later, discovered that they
had answered it . in completely dj,fferent ways and
sadly concluded thatone or the other of them must
therefore have · flunked. They were amazed, therefore,
when the professor gave both of tham an "A". It was
the careful analysis of the question and close
reasoning in support of the answer in each case that
justified the grade, of course. ?ne onl~ wonde~s . .
why these bright boys didn't consIder thIS posSIbIlIty
after three years of law school and four of college
during at least one of which they must have been
exposed to Lo g ic 101.
At the end of the freshmen year some of the
emotional turbulence has subSided , and ~ost students
. decide that what was most important durIng ~he year(6)
was a gradual stabilitzation of one's self-Image.
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A~ emerging knowledge of one's capabilities is matche
wlth a tremendous panorama of intellectual opportuni-~
(1) Oollege is a microcosm of the world wherein
tentative commitments to one or another major area
of thought and work are made. (2) Erik Erikson has
likened the modern college to a medieval monastery
where a vocation could be tried and, if found unsuitable, deiscarded without permanent loss of face
or too much emotional wreckage. (3)

DU:ing the last three years of college,
of values is formed which gives the
lndlvldual pOlnts of reference by which to hcart his
" life course after graduation. (4) The body of factua:
knowledge available today is so vast and is enlarged
and changed so constantly that it is absolutely
impossible that it be retained and found useful in
business and professional ife beyond a span of ten
years or so. (5) This is why continuing education
is so essential. Only the emotional and attituainal
education acquired lasts. (6) The college student
who closes his books on graduation never to consult
one again has not been educated in any real sense. (7 )
He may have larned a few facts, but he is a pathetic
example of schooled ignorance. It is doubly tragic
that many men of this type hold several graduate
degrees. Overspecialization has been their nemesis.
~ c?n~tellatl?n

Just as pluralism is a rock on which many
college freshmen flounder emotiona,l ly, "the hidden
curriculum" (8) is a major psychological hurdle for
many men who go on to graduate school. The problem
is outlined by Benson Snyder who uses Massachusetts
Institute of Technology as his example. (9) The
stated curriculum in that school has as its declared
purpose the production of the world's g:eat~st .
engineers. By definition they must be lmagln~tlv~,
innovative, and original thinkers~ But to malntaln
its reputation for preeminence, even M~I.To must.g~t
seventy-five p ercent of its graduates lnto pre~tlglou s
graduate schools and to do this must see that lts
students get go od grades. How does a student get
good grade s ? p artly, it saddens me to say, by studying
the professors r a t he r than the subjects they teach,
and by giving back to them at examination time the
ideas that the s t udent knows are dear to their hearts.
This is the antithesis of originality and innovation,
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two of the cornerstones on
.
ness depends and which inv rh~ch.professional greatdegree. How is this d'l 0 ve rIsk-taking to some
at least not completel;. e~; ~olved? It isn't, or
g~eat as the students he
he professor is as
hlS ~tudents as did the H~~pesdto graduate, he grades
mentIoned above i e
h
var Law School professor
mode of thinking of the :tb~ses his grades on the
extent of their factual k u ~nts rather than on the
know before exam time wh ~~w edge. How does one
By studYing him rather ±~
etrhonels.teacher is great?
Course!
. an
e subJect matter, of
In my youth a very
that "falling in love with 1 pop~lar so~g (1) announced
Today the Singer of an e
ove ~s plaYlng the fool "
confesses that "it's 10v~~al~rlPo~ular ballad ( 2 ) •
rea~ly ~on' t know love at
"us~~~sp~. r~ca}lth- I
lyrlCs 1n both examples is th t
.In 0
e
element of self-proJ'ection 1. a dthere 1S a tremendous
"
n mo ern romantic 1
( 3)
th
DISIllusion~ent is inevitable when either ~;e.
e partners begIns to realize that the oth
.
~lawed personality, (4) as are all human ber~g~S :nd
1S so shat~er~d by the discovery that he rGfuse~ to
worf·at brIngIng the original dream into line with
rea 1ty. We have ~lr~ady mentioned the tremendous
burd~n that u~real1~tlcally high expectations for
emot1on~1 satIsfactlon and security place on marriage.
(5). ThIS alone almost guarantees disappointment.
Mov1ng from one community to another and the small
size of the modern family reduce social reinforcement
of the institution of marriage. (6) There is little
social stigma to divorce, and the wedding vow to love
one another "till death do us part" (7) is facilely
interpreted to mean to cherish one another until love
dies. (8 ) As we all know, mankind's capacity f or
self-deception is infinite. (9) For that reason I
decline to attempt to define "love" as that word is
used in this glib rationalization. Apale echo from
our childhood defines the genuine article for many
of us with some degree of objectivity. A relationship
that hasn't lapsed into indifference but, on the
contrary, is characterized by affection, mutual concern,
and a sharing of life's joys and sorrows may have
be en exemplifie d for us by our paren~ That model,
during their live s and after their death, convinces
many of us that working at keeping love alive and

:ll.
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strengthen ing it results in something uniquely worthwhile. (1) It becomes apparent that so believing
and acting give our chil dren emotional securit~ and
happiness, which is a secondary but rich reward for
happily married parents. But I am ahead of myself.
What of the courtship and love that precede marriage assuming, of course , that the latter follows at all?

e

In former. years it was said that young men
played at love in order to get sex, and young women
gave sex in order to get love. (2) At ' any rate, it
was fairly well agreed that one was supposed to love
people and use things and not the other way around.
(3) Today there is skepticism about what love ~eall
is and many young people regard sex as recreatlon.
(4) If it is only "fun and games ," however, what
are its consequences in terms of reducing one's
ability to recognize love when it comes along and to
use sex as ameans of expressing love in a unique
way? (5) This worries many of today's youth and
rightly so, in myoId- fashioned view.
In the late 1920's a novel written by a
Dartmouth English instructor and titled The Plastic
Age depicted the rudderless at -seane ss of ayoung man
in a small American liberal arts college. (6) . He
had come there from a straight-laced community and
a well-ordered home where he had been told precisely
how to behave in all situations . Despite the fact
that the college administration did not allow girls
in men's dormitories, our hero almost became unglued
because of the almost limitless opportunities spread
before him for engaging in sin in nearly every
imaginable form. Because the American reading public
loves to sample sin vicariously , The Plastic Age was
~ best-seller.
I reread, ita few weeks ago and ;found
l t tame stuff in the sin department but still very
perceptive in its central concern for rootless youth.
Compulsory chapel a ttendance and bathtub gin are no
longer problems for today's college freshmen and
!hheYllno Itonthger ~it.in silent movies throwing'peanut
e
s a
e planlst .
Instead
h"
to conVince student s aft
' psyc latrlsts try
that love is re al desPit~rGt~7 ~atter admit bewilderme_Today, drugs have a u e
0
s announced death.
from one's probl ems . gmL~! ~~ booze.as a mean~ of hiding
out of bUSiness or bec om t Y' movles.have elther gone
e 00 expenslve to warrant

ne's
=cet thi
s - a;
--ed in m
outh ,
- e. I p
not . (5
our soc
our soc
their :r::
- rm of se
onditionE
ecently j
ions in
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hl t herto unimagined f~rmc~fun~ess they p ortray Some
~~ ~e~. Oentrally differentVl~lence or arcane kind
o ay's students toward se'nt?wever,
1ment. is the attitude
The hero of The Pl

"

~~eft~~i~~~Yb!~tgradu~l~Y s~~;~~gA~isf~~~ ~~r~ction
temporaries. Fearq~~11t7es of t~e best of his c~~

or a "rotter" became belng consldered a "bounder "
s~ntimentality is vie3:~yw~~~1 ~or"h~m. ,Today sticky
d1.sgust, and "doing one's th o m1sl?lv1ng
1f not with
selfish. Of course it
d1.n g " l.sn't considered
of becoming self-su' ort~ee not be, (1) but the goal
to society by jOini~~ ViS~~ andt~making a contribution"
not overwhelmingly popula
o~ . ' ~ Peace Corps is
has taken precedence overr~ k7nd1ng one ' s identity
And so we come to cons'
or ~ng ~oward a goal. (2)
implications of that f!~:~U~n~h~i~!~e work and the

According to the "cu
f
"
man is supposed to have increa~e~ d~f~~g~ndt~~~~y, (3)
each year of his life until that point in late gy
:~~}es~ence ~hen, having more than he needs for him'. e see s a mate, establishes a home and raises
a faI~llly. The chronology of. this paper i~ a bit old
fashloned, of course, because nowadays young people
often marry an~ ~tart rai~ing families before they
are self-sustalnlng. It 1S "Dad" who supplies the
money, which is a form of stored energy, who makes
this possible. But to revert to my antique scenario:
The need for money is supposed to arise
from one's desire to pay for one's own needs and also
to meet the expenses of having a family. This is or was _ axiomatic. "The man who says he isn't interested in money is hiding something," I was told in
my youth , (4) and yet I don't believe that is completely
true. I propose to discuss the extent to which it
is not. (5) Teachers, longthe most underpaid group
in our society, interms of their importance and worth
to our society, were said to receive, in addition
to their pay, a "psychic dividentl." This took the
form of social pre st ige, comparatively pleasant working
conditions, and rewarding human relationships.
Recently it has dawned on us, with some prodding from
unions in some cases, that many vocations should have
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higher pay than would otherwise be justified, because
they are burdened with what has been called "negative
psychic income" in the form of danger, lack of presti
and boredom. Examples would be the jobs of firemen,
garbage collectors, and assembly line workers. What
is or should be the most important consideration in
the choice of one's life work is the extent to which
it validates one as a human being and unique person.
For most people, however, there is little. real choice
although opporxunities in this direction seem to
increase every decade as more people are employed
by service firms and fewer by' manufacturing industrie •
You know the old saying, "If you can keep your head
when all about you are losing theirs, maybe you don't
know what is going on ." Devoting your entire working
life to bolting the front left fender onto an automobile in an assemly line is not likely to enhance
your feeling of personal worth. To compensate for
such dreadful drudgery, the individual is increasingl
well paid, and the worker gets his validation as a
human being in spheres of activity outside his job."
Goals such as having enough money for a good vacat1oenough savings to send one's children to college, and
a vested interest in apension fund for one's old age,
are essential for workers whose humanity i~ not"
reinforced by their work . But the goal-o r1enta~lon =
of our society is now being replaced by role-orlentatIn this age of affluence even though there are m~ny
more options than formerly, youth. wants to have 1ts
personhood acknowledged before getting into harness.
Money for vacations, college, a new c~r~ et~.~ althou
nice to have, is not the end-all of 11fe.
I ve got
to be me," is the theme of a currently popular song.
"I want to do my own thing, " is youth's creed. (4)
To the extent that these mottoes are selfish, they
:=tre unA-ttract i ve. They are always . profoundly unsettling to older goal-oriented people. There is
overlap, however. A man who has found his identity
almo's t exclusively in the role of being a businessman
is apt to feel somewhat confused and let down when
he faces retirement. (5) All ofhis life he has found
~ignity and a s en se of self-worth in his work.
Who
1S he, when he doesn ' or cannot work? (6) The
psychological ill-he al t h that often s~ts in at tho
~tage o£ life is f r e qu ently followed by physical 1S
lllness
l ong. C8' )(7) Retir ed people tend not to live very
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. . " When youth was experiencing its "identity
cr1s1s, sex. was a crutch for the faltering ego. (1)
It may surprlse some to learn that sexuality does not
vanish in old age. An old man does not enter a
"second childhood" (2) or become a eunuch. (3) His
n~ed for female companionship persists even though
h1S need for sexual release isn't as urgent as in his
early years. (4) Similarly"women seem to need
courting at seventy as well as at seventeen. Anyone
will tell you that the presence of a few males at
the Marjorie P. Lee Home - for the Aged does mor e for
the morale of the heavily preponderant female population
than the entire professional staff including chapain,
social worker, crafts instructor, and therapists of
all kinds. One unattractive thing that does happen
in many cases upon retirement is that thereafter the
old person senses that there is less need for maintaining appearances and a veneer of affability than
during the years when business or professional success
demanded unremitting f'riendliness c Only a sense of
humor and outgoingness, a feeling of still being
needed by the community, prevent an elderly person
from go ing sour, and a sour old person has men called
"one of the crowning works of the devil." (5)
When I was a genn- ager my mother looked
at me and decided that my character was in obvious
need of improvement. With this in mind, she asked
that I read a novel which she gave me. I have forgottenns title and autho r, but its plot is still
etched in my mind. It concerned a man who ~as
superfic ially quite successful, but who~e ~lfe was
one long frustration. He was a ~erf~c~lonlst and,
like Christian in Bunyan's The PllgrlID s Progress,
his major goal in life was ~develop a fine character.
In this he always , seemed to miss the mark, ~t least
in his own eyes but he had a friend who qUlte
obviously was a 'tremendous success in that :egard,
and our hero strove to emulate his example,ln ev~ry
wa
ossible . The friend was tall, erec~ ln pos ure,
athl~tiC in build, and had steel-gray halr a~d a
beauti ful face every characterful ~ine.of WhlCh bespoke
inte rity and an iron will. Late ln 11fe our hero
walk~d down a hotel corri dor and thought ~hat he
saw his exemplary friend walking to~ard htlm ~ H~~owed
. .
' h d h
as how clearly hlS ex erlor
dlstlnguls e
e w,
'th' , At this very moment
the magnificent character Wl ln ,
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our hero crashed . t
end of the hall ~n 0 a full length mirror at the
h'1S friend.
He had been seeing himself _ not
D

audience i:iI~o~~ee;~~o!~o~}ng I can t~ll that my
story has elicited from some ~~epo emotlo~. The above
nostalgia and admiration. In othe~sf~~I~~~Sc~!s d
acute na~sea. In the fi rst group are mostly old:r
men, ~dmlrers of Washington, Lincoln, Theodore Rooseve _
Horatlo Alger and Edward Hok. You remember statues
of "Justice" in front of thousands of court houses
across America depicted as a beautiful, characterful
matron holding up weighing scales. The younger
members of the audienc e , those s~ering from nausea,
want no "square" models on whose lives to pattern
theirs. They want to "do their own thing," and, if
they have models, they are abstract ones such as
the block of granlte on Fountain Square supported
by a squared stainless steel horseshoe. The big
difference between the two audience group reactions
stems from the fact that a generation ago sentiment
and sensibility were paramount values whereas today
the uniqueness of each individual is stressed . Loneliness and uncertainty are inevitable consequences .
It seems appropriate to mention the matter of models
here because if we do have them, they influence our
total lives and not just our life . work. (1) They
are the bases of all decisions. Christ for Christians
and the prophets and wise men for Jews no longer
grip and mold character as much as formerly: ,In our
self- importance we peek away at the authent~clty of
the miracles and the details of other Biblical stories
and with scientific literal-mindedness ignore the
fact tha t sacred myth can convey as much truth as
the finest microscope and test tube.
What is the modern equivalent of Bunyan's
Oelestial City? If I had known , I would have been
far too busy with more important matters to have
written this paper. This paper was written because
I did not - and do not - know . I c onfess that this
paper is what Frank Dale has called a bit of multisource plagiaris ~ . (2 ) During the last two years I
h~ve read . ~pprox~ma tely seventy-five books and twentyflve magazlne ar~ iel es in an endeavor to discover what
modern psychologl St s , psychiatrists, educators,
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sociologists, philosophers, and theologians consider
modern man's secular Celestial City. (1) My pilgrimage
has led me to believe that it is not ~ place but a
process. It is not a destination but is an ever-receding,
elusive but nonetheless valid goal of becoming a fully
mature human being who feels increasingly at home in
a sea of un'c ertainty, fully open to all experience,
that of his inner world as wellas that of the outer
world. The God of Marc Connelly, the white haired,
full bearded, lov ing father image who attended the
fish fry in The Green Pastures, (2) may well be dead,
but the God of the burning bush, the fire continuing
to burn but not consuming, (3) is still very much
alive. Becoming, not arriving, is the desideratum
of modern man. The beginning and any portion of the
individual pilgrimage can be as exciting and. rewarding
as the end and, indeed, should be. Learning how to
tie his shoes may afford a child his greatest senSe
of achievement, as some psychiatrists say, but there
is no reason why more sophisticated adults cannot
have even more exhilarating experienc~B. What, then,
according to modern behavioral scientists, are the
aspects of "becoming" that are most productive of
satisfaction and happiness?
You will note that throughout this paper
no mention has been made of the need nr a high 1.Q.
as a prerequisite for the full life. Special talent
and intelligence are nice to have, but most people
are not geniuses. You doubtless remember the cruel
cartoon showing a psychiatrist talking to a fat, rather
unattractive middle aged woman. According to the
captd.6n he ;ays to her, "Let's face it, Mrs. Smith.
The rea~on you have an inferiority complex ~s tha~
you are inferior." The American preoccilpatlons.wlth
meritocracy and youth are doubtless the foundatlons
for the cartoon, but most people past.the age of .
twenty-five feel even more strongly Wl.th each pas~l.ng
year that life was not created just for the beneflt
of the bright the beautiful, and the young. ~at
are the qualities that enrich all li,;es?" "r:ran . 1s
a seck of reason in an ocean of eilltl.on! W~lll.am
Jam~s said (4) and with that thought l.n ml.~d, .1
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as the law of graviety works in its sphere? My
reading and limited experience seem to indicate
that there are at least a few :
Man's need to believe in something or some
other person outside himself is set forth in Eric
Hoffer's fine book, The True Believer. (1) Hoffer
describes how Fascism-ind Communism fill that need
for many
Even more tragically the need is met for
others by war. (2) Nevertheless it is undeniable
that immersing oneself in a cause or in the needs
of one's fellow men enlarges the individual in an
exciting way. (3) Involv'ing oneself with other peop-::
usually results in the long run in happiness and
satisfaction. (4) Turning inward almost certainly
does not. Walking toward another person physically
and psychologically lessens th~ loneliness that is
man ' s inevitable lot; walking away from him and his
needs is b~ defintion estrangement and begets ill
health. (5) The ancient Greek temple at Delphi bore
the inscription, "Know thyself. " Self-knowledge and
self-acceptance are prerequisite to a sense of reali
and the Biblically-enjoined love for one's neighbor.
Losing contact with reality is neurosis and estrang
from one's fellow man leads to crime and war . In
Civilization and Its Discontents Freud postulated
that, most social ills are the externalmanifestations
of man's inner conflicts. (6) It would seem to be
self evident that a man out of touch with reality
cannot be honest with himself, and therefore certainl~
cannot be honest with others. Without honesty there
can be no adequate level of trust in the community
requis i te to effect i ve work to meet human needs I (7)
0

0

One's options in life may be severly limite
by starvation, war, unemployment , ill health and other
very real hazards, but there is something in man that
enables him to transcend those blights which he canno
change because he is always master of his attitude
in every situation. (8) If man knows the "why " of
his existence, he can bear with almost any "how",
no matter how degrading and hopeless his circumstance s .
(9) Dr. Viktor E. Frankl, Viennese psychologist who
survived' six years of h ell in various Nazi concentrati
camps, attests to t h e truth of these statements in
his book, Man's Search for Meaning. (10)
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Who are you? In the Book of Common Prayer
the faithful are told that they-ar8 part of God (1)
and sons o:f God. (2.) In- modern psychological and
psychiatric writings, we are told that each of us is
an irreplaceable (3) and, unique human being with
tremendous potential which is best re ali zed through
CDncern for one another and mutual i nvol v ement.
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